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ABSTRACT 

Carbon based materials elicited renewed interest from the research community over 

recent decades. Low dimensional materials such as carbon nanotubes and nanoribbons 

are developed in its recent past, illustrating unique physical properties. These materials 

developed in the nanoscale require a fundamental understanding from first principle 

quantum mechanics. It is demonstrated in experiments that some properties of these new 

structures are sensitive to perturbation, such as molecular adsorption, surface 

passivation, and defects generation. Theoretical investigations will provide insights into 

how to regulate the physical properties and help to understand the physics behind the 

phenomena.  

We have chosen density functional theory (DFT), a widely accepted ab initio 

method, as our tool to explore the electronic structures of a variety of carbon based 

materials. We have simulated I-V characteristics of water treated single-walled carbon 

nanotubes with various diameters. The water molecules physically adsorbed on the 

nanotubes’ surface reduce the conductance capability of the nanotubes. Therefore, it is 

possible to tweak the electronic transport properties of the nanotubes by controlling the 

type and amount of molecular adsorption on carbon nanotubes. Furthermore, by 

introducing structural defects like the Stone-Wales defect or vacancy defects, organic 

molecules can even adsorb chemically on the nanotube surface, which further effect 

various properties of nanotubes.  

Magnetism is demonstrated theoretically in both defected sp2 hybridized graphite 

and sp3 hybridized diamond systems. The dangling orbitals caused by defects generation 

contribute to the spin-splitting levels around the Fermi energy. The resulting magnetic 

moment depends on how defects are distributed and how the local geometries are 

relaxed. The magnetism in graphite could be completely diminished when defects are 

close-packed, while magnetism in diamond can be retained even in a high defects 

concentration. We also showed that foreign species can affect magnetism. Nitrogen 

atoms implanted increase the local spin density and stabilize the ferromagnetic ordering.  

Our simulations revealed that molecules and defects can influence different physical 

properties of carbon systems. By carefully controlling the molecular adsorption or 
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defects generation, we suggest effective ways to fine-tune electronic and magnetic 

behavior of nanoscale carbon systems. 


